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The musical yet subdued voice in Nate Klug’s debut collection Anyone 
seeks to conjure the overlooked, liminal spaces in our lives and the 
astonishing moments that unravel in them when we are not look-
ing. Klug takes as setting the spaces we typically only pass through: 
a construction zone, a parking lot, a pasture of livestock next to an 
interstate, a hospital, a jogger’s path, a food cart. Stripping away the 
ruckus and babble we too often mistake as the defining character of a 
scene, Klug slows down enough to observe, as in “Milton’s God”: 

Where I-95 meets The Pike, 
a ponderous thunderhead flowered— 
 
stewed a minute, then flipped 
like a flash card, tattered 
edges crinkling in, linings so dark 
with excessive bright 
 
that, standing, waiting, at the overpass edge, 
the onlooker couldn’t decide 
 
until the end, or even then, 
what was revealed and what had been hidden. 

Note how Klug welds into his verse a subtle spine of chiming vowels 
and consonants. Each line is terse, weighing every syllable against 
its counterpoint; every stanza invites a specific palate of texture and 

sound, like wine tasting, where the reader can chew the words over, 
swallowing them or spitting them out. Despite Klug’s preoccupation 
with the minute particularities of sound and scene, however, the poet 
is never afraid to engage with big questions for fear of getting them 
wrong. On the contrary, Klug is radically vulnerable in his poems. In 
“True Love,” for example, he writes: “True / love needs interference, 
/ a certain blizzard distance, / for the words to worm through.” In 
another poem titled “The Choice,” Klug interrogates the disquiet and 
anxieties of his Christian faith: 

To stand sometime 
outside my faith 
 
to steady it 
caught and squirming on a stick 
up to mind’s 
inviting light 
 
and name it! 
for all its faults and facets 
 
or keep waiting 
 
to be claimed in it 

In addition to being preoccupied with faith, the poems in Anyone are 
equally rooted in an intimate engagement with the classics, recontex-
tualizing passages translated from Catullus, Virgil, and Horace. And 
yet even in these poems Klug seeks insight in stillness. In “Thinking,” 
after Virgil, Klug writes: 

News comes from Latium 
and now he has to decide; but thinking, 
too quick for itself, splits as it starts, 
it pours into one plan’s form 
then jars and recombines, as if 
to elaborate his fate from every angle 
were to understand it: 
           so the light 
held within a copper bowl 
of water, shaking back the sun 
or a moon’s glimmering particles, 
will flit and work upon the walls 
and crannies in an empty room, 
rising to strike the ceiling, trembling, 
 
though both water and bowl are still. 

These astonishing moments of searching quiet in Klug’s poetry—
whether they unravel in an Amtrak parking lot, in the gardens and 
atriums of ancient Rome, or in the private examinations of his own 
faith—never suggest a sense of possession or personal ownership. 
The searching in his poetry is rather a kind of merciful fishing, where 
you hold a catch in your hand, marvel at the polished scales and 
breathing gills, and then release it back in the water to be perhaps 
caught again—by anyone. 
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